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This user manual is designed to provide information on the use of Merivaara Q-Flow surgical lighting system. 
Read this user manual in its entirety before using the equipment to ensure safe and trouble-free operation. 
The user manual is regarded as part of the product. Keep the user manual for further reference.

When installing additional equipment into the system, supplement these instructions with the user instructions 
that came with the additional equipment. 

The EN 60601-2-41 standard has been applied in the structural design of the Q-Flow system and luminaires. 
The device is classified as belonging to product category I according to the directive 93/42/EEC (MDD) 
including amending directive 2007/47/EC, and thus has a CE marking. This product contains a wireless radio 
equipment and conforms to Radio Equipment Directive (RED) 2014/53/EU.

1.1 Why choose Merivaara Q-Flow

• Compatibility towards laminar air flow

• Intuitive sterile controls for the surgeon (IntueriTM)

• Dynamic obstacle compensation (DOCTM)
• Excellent colour rendering properties
• Improved hygienic properties
• Deep stabilized column of light
• Intuitive touch controls

1.2 Intended use

The Q-Flow surgical lighting system contains modern operating room luminaires for use in hospitals and 
health care centres. The luminaires are suitable for use during examinations and surgical operations with high 
illumination requirements. The HD camera is intended for transferring the image and helping the operation 
room personnel to follow up surgeries. The camera is not intended for diagnostic use.

1.3 Essential performance  

The essential performance of Q-Flow surgical lights and lighting system is the delivery of illumination and the 
limitation of energy to the operating field. Produced total irradiance and illumination intensity of one luminaire 
is <1000 W/m² / 160 000 Ec at 1 m distance (lx). Complete technical details presented in section 
5.2.4 Luminaire specifications on page 50.

1. GENERAL
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1.4 User identification

Merivaara's Q-Flow system and these operating instructions are intended for use by medical personnel, 
qualified technicians working in hospitals and surgeons who have acquired working skills by undergoing 
medical training and who are in possession of necessary authorisation for the aforementioned position. 
Mandatory personnel training for the use of the Merivaara Q-Flow system must be carried out. Ensure that the 
training of your personnel complies with the guidelines presented in the document no. T404474.

For your personal safety, read all safety precautions and warnings carefully in chapter 2. PRODUCT USE on 
page 16. 

The operations which associate with adjustments necessary during installation must be performed by a 
qualified technician or authorized operator of the responsible organization in accordance with the safety rules 
and precautions indicated in this user manual. Also removing and installing the camera can only be performed 
by a qualified and authorized operator.

In case of re-adjustments for the central axis or of its components, contact technical personnel immediately. 
Nursing staff or the persons involved in treatment or surgical procedures are not intended to do these kind of 
procedures (technical personnel only).

Product cleaning and disinfection can only be done by duly trained personnel according to the best practices 
in use at the facility, strictly attended with the instructions given in this user manual.

It is strongly recommended to disinfect the whole system before use.

Health technology with a human touch

Merivaara provides a wide range of hospital-grade furniture such as operating tables, 
medical lights, examination tables, trolleys and stretchers for transportation and day 
surgery, as well as birthing and patient beds. Additionally, our offering includes also 
revolutionary integrated OR management systems.

We believe that technology in critical operations such as surgery 
has to work seamlessly together and still be easy to use. Our 
operating room solutions aim to make procedures more 
fluent and comfortable which, in turn, leads to 
concentration, confidence and better co-operation within 
the surgical team.

Established in 1901, Merivaara has more than 115 years 
of experience in designing and manufacturing hospital-
grade furniture. Today our products are highly appreciated 
by users in more than 120 countries thanks to their ease-of 
use, durability and ergonomic design.

Merivaara’s medical products are CE-labelled an the company’s 
quality management system complies with EU directives for medical device. It is 
certified by DNV according to ISO 9001 and ISO 13485 standards.

The company’s environmental management system is ISO 14001:2004 certified.

Read more at www.merivaara.com. 

http://www.merivaara.com
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1.4.1 Liability

The contents of this user manual may be amended by Merivaara, without prior notice or any further 
obligations, in order to make changes and improvements. The reproduction, including partial, or translation of 
any part of this manual is forbidden without the written permission of Merivaara.

Merivaara reserves the right to change, cancel or otherwise amend the data contained in this document at 
any time and for any reason without prior notice in as much as Merivaara is constantly seeking new solutions 
which lead to product evolution. Merivaara therefore reserves the right to make changes to the supplied 
product in terms of shape, fittings, technology and performances.

With regard to translations into languages other than English, reference has always made to the English 
edition of this operator's and user manual. For the best benefit to understanding the instructions, we suggest 
to read and look at the corresponding pictures enclosed.

The system is delivered in pre-assembled modules, which must be assemble into the finished product. Check 
the contents of every package for any shipping damages. The corrugated board packaging is recyclable and 
the plastics and styrofoam are energy waste.

On-site verification must be done by whoever is responsible for or be holder of an office both at the public and 
private establishments of the Merivaara Q-Flow system.

Merivaara does not take responsibility of consequences if the system contains other suppliers material or 
components. All system parts must be tested according to EN 60601-1.

CAUTION! Disregarding the guidelines presented in this user manual can be interpreted as an user error 
and can result in loss of the product warranty.

Copyright © 2019 Merivaara Corp. All rights reserved!
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1.5 System description

The Q-Flow system is available on three main configuration options added with a central axis and extension 
arms. Please adhere to the system's main configurations from the product table presented in the forthcoming 
chapters. 

The total weight of the ceiling-mounted model depends on the length of the ceiling tube and system 
configuration. The weight of the end device (luminaire) in a long extension arm causes a torque which places 
a stress on the ceiling tube that is greater than the weight of the end device (luminaire) itself. Because of this, 
the installation of the system must be performed carefully.

The Q-Flow surgical lighting system is designed for operating rooms in hospitals and health care centres. The 
system may consist of e.g. 160 klx main surgical luminaires, 140 klx satellite luminaires (max. 3 pcs 
luminaires), central axis system, cameras, displays, remote and touch controls. 

Luminaires are primarily controlled by a touch screen panel or optionally with a Merivaara MerimoteTM IR-RF 
control unit. With the Q-Flow system integrated touch display, it is possible to control all luminaires within the 
same product family. Both the160 klx and 140 klx Q-Flow luminaires are “minor operating luminaires” as 
defined by the IEC 60601-2-41 standard. For more information on the user interface of the Q-Flow system, 
refer to 2.6 User interface of the Q-Flow luminaire on page 25.

1.5.1 Q-Flow product family

The Q-Flow product family comprises several luminaires optimised to suit specific needs in different lighting 
environments and conditions. Luminaires are divided in two main categories: Main surgical luminaires and 
satellite surgical luminaires which are also suitable for examination purposes.

The Q-Flow surgical lighting system can be delivered in the following product modules:

• main luminaire 160 klx (Q-Flow 6i and Q-Flow 6 models)
• main luminaire 160 klx with a HD-camera, the camera installed inside on either model Q-Flow 6i or Q-

Flow 6
• satellite luminaire 140 klx (Q-Flow 4i and Q-Flow 4 models)
• satellite luminaire 140 klx with a HD-camera, the camera installed inside either the model Q-Flow 4i or 

Q-Flow 4
• monitor from 19 to 24 in, monitor 26 in with a adapter plate
• touch screen monitor 24 in (optional)
• 32 in monitor with a special monitor bracket (optional, custom order)

If you need more information about the available monitor models, please contact us. More information 
available also in the Q-Flow product brochure and on the website at www.merivaara.com.
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1.5.2 Q-Flow SOLO

• 1-arm system, light duty central axis, or
• 1-arm system, medium duty central axis

Picture 1. 1-arm system, light duty central axis

Table 1. Examples of SOLO configurations

WARNING!  In a case malfunction occurs in Q-Flow SOLO system, it is necessary to ensure the backup light 
source (at least one luminaire) in the same operating area or room which can be immediately implemented for 
the continuity of operation.

Code: Content of the configuration Further information

520210 Q-Flow central axis with one luminaire 
from the selection (Figure:1, SOLO)

ceiling flange and ceiling tube, central 
axis, one extension arm, one balance 
arm

Q-Flow central axis with one luminaire 
and HD camera module (SOLO)

ceiling flange and ceiling tube, central 
axis, one extension arm, one balance 
arm

Q-Flow central axis with one
Q-Flow single yoke luminaire (SOLO)

ceiling flange and ceiling tube, central 
axis, one extension arm, one Low Ceiling 
Height balance arm (LCH)

Q-Flow wall mounted system with one 
luminaire (WM)

wall mounting bracket, one extension 
arm, one balance arm

Ceiling tube D50

Ceiling flange

Balance arm

Q-Flow SOLO, light duty

Double yoke

Q-Flow luminaire

SOLO extension arm

Protective hood D315

Light duty central axis

(6 or 4 models, also i-series) 
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1.5.3 Q-Flow DUO

• 2-arm system, DUO medium duty central axis

Picture 2. 2-arm system, DUO medium duty central axis

Table 2. Examples of DUO configurations

Q-Flow luminaires can be installed to form “DUOs”, further augmenting the operational scope of the 
luminaires, optionally a monitor arm bracket with display can be selected with the luminaire.

Code: Content of the configuration Further information

520222 Q-Flow central axis with two luminaires 
from the selection (DUO)

ceiling flange, central axis, two extension 
arms, two balance arms

Q-Flow central axis with two luminaires: 
one Q-Flow luminaire from the 
selection and the other luminaire with 
the HD-camera (DUO)

ceiling flange, central axis, two extension 
arm, two balance arms

Q-Flow central axis: one luminaire with 
HD-camera and one monitor (Picture 2.  
on page>2-arm system, DUO medium 
duty central axis.)

ceiling flange, central axis, two extension 
arms, two balance arms, one monitor 
bracket

Q-Flow 6  
with HD camera
module illustrated

Q-Flow DUO, medium duty central axis

VESA 100 monitor
bracket

Balance arm

Medium duty central axis

1st extension arm 2nd extension arm

Ceiling tube D110 with flange

Protective hood
D600
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1.5.4 Q-Flow DUO 320

• 2-arm system, light duty central axis with DUO 320 adapter

Picture 3. 2-arm system, light duty central axis with DUO 320 adapter

Table 3. Examples of DUO 320 configurations

NOTE!  Extension arms rotation of The Q-Flow 520220 system is limited to 320° and it contains a separate 
adapter to link the extension arms.

Code: Content of the configuration Further information

520220 Q-Flow DUO 320 central axis with two 
luminaires from the selection (Figure: 3, 
DUO)

ceiling flange, light duty central axis with 
DUO 320 adapter, two extension arms, 
two balance arms

Q-Flow DUO 320 central axis with two 
luminaires: one Q-Flow luminaire from 
the selection and the other luminaire 
with the HD-camera (DUO)

ceiling flange, light duty central axis with 
DUO 320 adapter, two extension arms, 
two balance arms

Q-Flow 4 illustrated

Q-Flow DUO 320, light duty central axis

Balance arm

Light duty central axis with

1st extension arm

2nd extension arm

Ceiling tube D50 with

Q-Flow 6 illustrated

flange assembly

DUO 320 adapter

Protective hood D315

!  
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1.5.5 Q-Flow DUO - Low Ceiling Height (LCH)

• 2-arm system, DUO light duty central axis, or
• 2-arm system, light duty central axis with DUO 320 adapter (Figure: 3)

Picture 4. 2-arm system, light duty central axis with DUO 320 adapter 

Table 4. Examples of low ceiling height configuration

Code: Content of the configuration Further information

520222, 520220 Q-Flow central axis with two single 
yoke luminaires for LCH (Figure: 4, 
DUO)

ceiling flange, central axis, two extension 
arms, two LCH balance arms (Low 
Ceiling Height)

Q-Flow central axis with two luminaires 
for LCH: one Q-Flow single yoke 
luminaire from the selection and the 
other single yoke luminaire with the HD-
camera (DUO)

ceiling flange, central axis, two extension 
arms, two LCH balance arms (Low 
Ceiling Height)

Q-Flow central axis with two luminaires 
for LCH: one Q-Flow single yoke 
luminaires with the HD-camera (DUO)

ceiling flange, central axis, two extension 
arms, two LCH balance arms (Low 
Ceiling Height)

Q-Flow luminaire
with single yoke

Q-Flow DUO - Low Ceiling Height

1st LCH balance arm

DUO central axis (light duty)
1st extension arm 2nd extension arm

Ceiling tube D70 with

Protective hood
D350

Q-Flow luminaire
with single yoke

2nd LCH balance arm

flange assembly
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1.5.6 Q-Flow TRIO

Picture 5. 3-arm system, TRIO medium duty central axis

Table 5. Examples of TRIO configurations

More information about Q-Flow applications available from your local sales representative or from Merivaara 
Corp.

Code: Content of the configuration Further information

520230 Q-Flow central axis with three 
luminaires (TRIO)

ceiling flange, central axis, three 
extension arms, three balance arms

Q-Flow central axis with three 
luminaires: one luminaire with a HD 
camera and two additional Q-Flow 

luminaires from the selection (TRIO)

ceiling flange, central axis, three 
extension arms, three balance arms

Q-Flow central axis with two luminaires 
and one display: one luminaire with the 
HD camera, second additional Q-Flow 

luminaire from the selection and one 
display (TRIO).

ceiling flange, central axis, three 
extension arms, three balance arms, one 
monitor bracket

Protective hood D600

Q-Flow TRIO, medium duty central axis

1st extension arm

Ceiling tube D110 with

Q-Flow 6i with

2nd extension arm

3rd extension arm

Q-Flow 4i with

double yoke
double yoke

ceiling flange

Q-Flow 6 with
double yoke

Balance arm
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1.5.7 Q-Flow Mobile

• Q-Flow Mobile, floor mounted model for a single yoke luminaire. 

Picture 6. Q-Flow Mobile

Table 6. Q-Flow Mobile configuration

The mobile system is delivered in preassembled modules, which must be assembled into the finished product. 
Please follow the separate installation instructions in document T404214. Check the contents of every 
package for any shipping damages.

Use and the special features of mobile luminaire described in section 2.8 Use of the Q-Flow Mobile on 
page 36.

Code: Content of the configuration Further information

520211 Q-Flow Mobile with one luminaire with 
single yoke from the selection (4, 4i or 
6, 6i)

mobile base with castors, base cover, 
vertical arm tube 2 pcs, balance arm 
(LCH)

Q-Flow Mobile

Balance arm

Vertical arm

Appliance inlet for

Mobile base with locking castors

the mains cable 

Q-Flow 4, 4i or 6, 6i
with single yoke
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OPTIONAL PRODUCT MODULES

Table 7. Optional configurations and accessories of the Q-Flow 

Code: Contents Further information

5112844 Q-Flow -battery back-up system Parallel connection to operate one 
luminaire, Power supply unit 100−120 
VAC / 24 VDC, battery (12 Ah) and 
charger, with EU-plug

5112845 Q-Flow -battery back-up system Parallel connection to operate one 
luminaire, Power supply unit 220−240 
VAC / 24 VDC, battery (12 Ah) and 
charger, with EU-plug

5112848 Q-Flow -battery back-up system Parallel connection to operate one 
luminaire, Power supply unit 220−240 
VAC / 24 VDC, battery (12 Ah) and 
charger, with UK-plug

Code: Contents Further information

100060860 Merimote IR-RF controller Optional (accessory)

5122691 Mounting kit for , wall model Optional (accessory)

5122823 Full HD camera module Optional (factory installed)

5122825  Video receiver unit Optional (accessory)
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2.1 Warnings

All warnings and items to be noted in this user manual are specified as follows. Read carefully!

WARNING! Observe to ensure user, maintenance personnel and patient safety. 

CAUTION! Please observe in order to avoid causing damage to the equipment or its parts.

WARNING! Dangerous voltage! Improper installation or maintenance can cause electric shock.

NOTE! Please observe in order to improve product properties.

2.2 Read before using the system

WARNING! If more than one luminaire is focused on the same illuminance spot, total irradiance and UV-
irradiance can increase over the permissible values.

WARNING!  High luminous intensity, can cause dazzling effect. Do not look directly at the light source when 
operating. It is recommended to use protective eye wear in long term use.

WARNING!  For emergency use, the complete system must be isolated from supply mains by using a mains 
switch. Point at the place where the mains power supply can be safely switched off under circumstances of 
the system electrical malfunction, malfunction of software (reset), or during a power cut (mandatory user 
training).

WARNING!  If the touch screen panel or the luminaire stops responding, use the main switch of the luminaire 
to restart and reset the user interface (UI). 

WARNING!  Do not touch the locking pin or other non-sterile parts of the luminaire when installing the handle. 
Ensure that the handle remains sterile.

WARNING!  Before use make sure that the sterilizable focus handle is installed in place and its functions are 
working properly. Always keep a spare handle available.

WARNING!  Positioning the wireless RF unit and the camera module unfavourably towards each other or 
moving the luminaire may cause disturbances in the quality of the image (the image may cut in and out). 

2. PRODUCT USE

!  
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WARNING!  Keep diathermical equipment or electrosurgical knives as far as possible from the luminaire, 
because they can cause disturbances in the function of the luminaire. 

WARNING!  When the camera is switched ON, keep it at a minimum distance of twenty (20) centimetres from 
the living tissue. The RF video transmitter is located inside the camera.

WARNING!   No user serviceable parts inside! Hazard of electric shock!

WARNING!  Improper installation of the system can cause electric shock and voids the warranty!

WARNING!  To avoid the risk of electric shock, this equipment must only be connected to supply mains with 
protective earth.

WARNING!  Q-Flow surgical lighting system must be equipped with a power supply backup system which 
prevents use interruptions if failure of power supply network occurs. Power supply backup system is not 
included with the system delivery, it is sold as a separate product module.

WARNING!  Modification of this equipment is NOT allowed.

WARNING! Do not use a faulty device. Set the luminaire out of use and contact service personnel.

WARNING!  All rated values of illumination intensity are measured as a standard 1 m distance; however, the 
maximum illumination intensity is higher than rated values and it is measured from 1.3 m distance of the 
luminaire surface.

LASER RADIATION!  DO NOT STARE INTO BEAM OR VIEW DIRECTLY WITH OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, 
CLASS 2M LASER PRODUCT! Laser UI feature is only on The Q-Flow i-series!
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WARNING!  When using the laser UI, keep the laser beam away from the patient’s and employee’s eyes. 
Attention, danger of injury! If necessary, use laser safety glasses!

NOTE!  Activate the sterilizable focus handle Intueri controls with the laser UI in the settings menu of the  
luminaire user interface (refer to 2.6.5 Settings menu- for technical personnel only on page 31.)

NOTE!  Energy consumption and extra heating of the medical device can be reduced by switching OFF the 
device when it is not in use and also by keeping the light the intensity as low as possible when it is in use.

NOTE!  To reduce hazardous or any other waste, reduce the need for replacing parts by maintaining the 
device according to instructions given in the Q-Flow Installation and maintenance manual D01140.en.

NOTE!  Expected life time of the medical device can be achieved by following carefully the 
instructions of maintenance and cleaning processes given in Chapter 3. CLEANING on page 41.

CAUTION!  If the luminaire hits obstacles, the sterilizable focus handle or the touch screen may get broken. 
Always handle the luminaire with great care.

CAUTION!  Q-Flow surgical lighting system must be always installed with using fixing structures presented in 
the Q-Flow Installation and maintenance manual D01140.en.

!
!
!
!
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2.2.1 Preview of the key features - all models

• Design optimised for laminar air flow (Q-OptiFlowTM):
Lowest possible turbulence caused by the luminaire when it is used in vicinity of the laminar air
conditioning systems.

• Excellent colour rendering properties:
C.R.I is a measure of the light source's ability to show object colours realistically and naturally

 compared to a defined reference source which simulates the sunlight colour rendering properties.

Carefully selected colour temperature with a high light C.R.I value makes a perfect match.

• Improved hygienic properties:
The sterile handle can be used for illuminance control, switching small or large light field as well as
the luminaire position control. Frequently touched surfaces of the luminaire are easy to clean thanks to
its shape and design.

• Deep column of light: Depth of illumination has been specified as a distance of L1+L2 in mm. 
Illumination intensity values on the light column are related to the distance between the light source and 
the object due to shape, size and orientation.Q-Flow luminaires are designed to provide excellent 
illumination conditions throughout this defined range, where the most of its illumination is limited to 
which is a key factor, and because of this it allows a wide working distance and an even light field 
without compromising.

• The luminaire also features an Ambilite function which creates a dim green light. A dim lighting mode 
allows better definition to see images and it makes easier to read texts on monitors.

• Intuitive touch controls with a touch screen panel:
Easy to use thanks to simple and logical user interface design.

2.2.2 Additional features of Q-Flow i-series

• Intuitive sterile surgeon controls (IntueriTM):
Some of the most useful controls of the UI projected with laser towards the operating area,

 which allows adjustments without disturbances.

• Dynamic Obstacle Compensation (DOCTM):
If an IR object detection system recognizes an object generating a shadow to one or more LED
light modules, that group of LEDs will be switched off and illumination strength of the other ones will
be increased accordingly to compensate illumination.

NOTE!  Activate the Q-Flow i-series features in the settings menu of the luminaire user interface. For more 
information, refer to 2.4.1 User Interface and functions on page 23. 

!
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2.3 Starting use

2.3.1 Overview of luminaire structure

The frame construction of The Q-Flow luminaire is connected to a double or a single yoke, either of which is 
equipped with a touch screen panel placed on the first hinge of the single yoke and the second hinge of the 
double yoke luminaire. Vertical and horizontal placement of the luminaire can be conveniently set by moving it 
to its final location from the sterilizable focus handle. It can be also revolved around its mounting axle, as well 
as rotated to focus the light in the right place by using the handle.

The sterilizable focus handle of the Q-Flow i-series can also be used to control some of the most often needed 
functions. Other Q-Flow luminaires in the system can be simultaneously controlled via one touch screen panel 
when the “Control all” feature has been activated.

2.3.2 Adjusting the system with the luminaires

EXTENSION ARM - Extension arm movement range can be 320°, 330° or >360°, however, the revolving of 
the arms around the central axis may be limited to protect the cabling or to prevent collision of the arms.

BALANCE ARM - The angle constraint can be adjusted at max 0-45° and downwards -50°. Values for the 
balance arm height varies between extension arm model and installation site. Rotation around the fixing shaft 
the may be limited by the extension arm if the balance arm is adjusted over horizontal.

LUMINAIRE WITH DOUBLE YOKE - 360° rotation of the luminaire around the vertical axis, no limitations. 
180° rotation around the horizontal axis, and 180° around its own horizontal axis.

LUMINAIRE WITH SINGLE YOKE - 360° rotation of the luminaire around the vertical axis of the single yoke, 
180° rotation around its own horizontal axis.

MONITOR BRACKET - 330° rotation around the vertical axis, horizontal arm rotation of 30° upwards and 
downwards -90°.

MOBILE - 360° rotation of the single yoke luminaire and 180° around its own horizontal axis, 45° horizontal 
rotation of balance arm in both directions, LCH balance arm adjusting upwards at max 30° and downwards -
45°.
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2.3.3 Q-Flow luminaire controls

•  Sterilizable focus handle with Intueri (additional feature of Q-Flow i-series)
•  Touch screen panel
•   Merimote IR-RF remote control (optional - follow the separate user manual for more details)
•  OpenOR compatibility (optional - follow the separate user manual for more details)

Picture 7. Q-Flow luminaire controls

2.3.4 Sterilizable focus handle

Insert the handle into place on the luminaire base with one steady movement aligned with the locking pin.

The locking pin or other non-sterile parts of the luminaire must not be touched when installing the handle.(*)

With a touch key function, the sterilizable handle of the Q-Flow i-series can be used for illuminance control 

(brightness) and to change between a small or a large light field setting. The touch key is located on the end of 

the handle and it is used to recognize, hold and release interactions. The sterile handle with Intueri controls 

have a visual UI mode based on a laser and a diffractive film. Turn this feature On/Off in the settings menu 

(Refer to 2.6.5 Settings menu- for technical personnel only on page 31.)

Picture 8. Sterilizable handle with the touch key functions

360°

 180°

180°

Double/single yoke

Sterilizable focus handle

A

Main switch of the luminaire

Touch screen panel
location

Detail: A

Turning the handle counterclockwise

Touch key function 

Placement of the locking pin (*)  

adjusts / decreases the value (-)

Turning the handle clockwise
   adjusts / increases the value (+)
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2.3.4.1 Intueri sterile handle controls

• Grabbing the handle activates a projected view of the Intueri user interface onto a surface to which the 
luminaire is directed. The brightness control is a primary function to be illustrated with the 
corresponding symbol. When the handle is released, there is a two (2) seconds delay before the user 
interface turns to idle state and the projected view of the current control disappears.

• The Intueri activates again, when you touch the handle touch key function in the idle screen state of the 

user interface, the Intueri activates again. The touch key is located on the bottom surface of the handle, 
see Picture 8. Sterilizable handle with the touch key functions on page 21.

• When you rotate the handle either counterclockwise or clockwise to its full position, the intensity 
changes at 10% intervals. If you hold the handle in the full position, the intensity changes at 5% 
intervals until the handle is released. 

• Rotate the handle in either direction to adjust the value of these controls.
• The light field size is adjusted with the same manner; first touch the touch key to change the control. 
• Details of the adjusted values are also displayed in the Lamp view on the UI. For more information, 

refer to   on page 28.

Picture 9. Projected views of Intueri user interface

NOTE!  Check the functioning of the sterilizable focus handle and that it locks when first using the luminaire. 
All adjustments and handling of the luminaire must be done using the sterilized focus handle!

NOTE!  The system includes an acceleration sensor to avoid accidental light controls when the luminaire is 
moved.

NOTE!  Activate the sterilizable focus handle Intueri controls with laser UI from the settings menu of the 
luminaire user interface. Refer to the menu presented in Picture 20. Settings menu on page 31..

WARNING!    Use only the sterilizable focus handle part no. 5202801. The part number is on the handle base!

Brightness Size of light field

!
!
!
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2.4 IR-RF remote control (optional)

2.4.1 User Interface and functions

In order to ensure optimal safety, all users should carefully read the Merivaara Merimote user instructions 

DO1130.en before using this device with the Q-Flow luminaire. The luminaire has an infrared sensor located 
in the mid-section of the luminaire and it is equipped with the transmitter-receiver system (RF), which enables the use 
of the luminaire functions with the Merimote remote control unit. Dimensions of the remote control are 
125x70x30 mm.

Picture 10. IR-RF remote control functions

USER INSTRUCTIONS:

• Charge the battery prior to use according to Merimote user manual.
1. Press the Home button for one (1) second to power on the device.

2. Set your local time by selecting:  

• SETTINGS – TIME – SET TIME.
3. Set the Stand-by time to improve device operating time in battery mode by selecting:

SETTINGS – STAND-BY TIME

• The stand-by parameter defines the time interval for the touch screen to go to sleep mode.
• The recommended value is 15 –25 seconds.

4. To synchronize the Q-Flow, select: SETTINGS – DEVICE CONFIGURATION – SYNCRONIZATION-SYNC 

NEW EQUIPMENT OR DEVICE
5. Press the target device’s (Q-Flow) Sync button in the settings tab. The button starts flashing (first at yellow)
6. Select the device, when the name of the device and RF ID appears on the Merimote screen.

7. Press the Home button and select the device that has been synchronized. Check that the RF ID number in 
the luminaire is the same as the name on the top-left corner on Merimote screen. 

NOTE!  Merimote has also a “Demonstration Mode” which simulates the user interface of target devices. In 
this mode the user can learn to control the target device with the Merimote without the luminaire. Activate the 
Demonstration Mode by selecting: SETTINGS – NEXT PAGE – DEMONSTRATION MODE.

- USB connector

- Charging connection and software

  update

Home button:

- Power ON (short press)

- Power OFF (long press)
- Touch Screen to choose 

  displayed functions

- Green and Orange button:

  To adjust chosen function

!
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2.5 Q-Flow luminaire with a camera module (optional)

NOTE!  The installation of the camera is possible only by a technical service person or during the factory 
assembly.

WARNING!  Some equipment (like an electrosurgical knife or a defibrallator) in the operation room may cause 
disturbances in the image signal of the camera.

WARNING!  The camera is not intended for diagnostic use. The camera is intended to be used as an auxiliary 
equipment for the operating room personnel.

The camera module lens is located inside the centre of the luminaire. 

Picture 11. Camera lens location in the Q-Flow luminaire 

Use the sterilizable focus handle for normal positioning of the luminaire and for directing the camera. Note that 
the line-of-sight between the camera module and the RF unit should be as unobstructed as possible.
Configure the camera settings by using the user interface instructions. The pairing between the camera 
module and RF video receiver unit must be done every time, when the camera is moved to another room.

2.5.1 Wall-mounted control panel (optional)

The Q-Flow system with a wall-mounted control panel is optional for monitoring and controlling features from 
the outside of the operating area. Check if your system has this optional product module installed. The panel 
provides the same functionalities as the Merimote and the control panel on the luminaire yoke. Note that you 
can control only the lights with the wall-mounted control panel.

!

Camera lens location
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2.6 User interface of the Q-Flow luminaire

2.6.1 Starting the use

The touch screen panel of the user interface enables easy control of the luminaire functions. The touch 
screen switches on when the main switch is turned on from the yoke. 

Touch the screen to activate the user interface.

Picture 12. Idle screen of the user interface

The User Interface opens in the Lamp view:

Picture 13.Main view of the Q-Flow user interface

First, change your UI language in the settings, if necessary (refer to  NOTE! Settings options require a PIN 
code and they are available for technical personnel only. on page 31.)

The icons On/Off keys are highlighted with green and red colours on the main tab view in the User Interface.

When a function is selected, the corresponding button in the user interface is highlighted in light blue colour.

The Standby key on the upper right corner returns the panel into the idle screen and switches off the light or 
lights without missing the last settings. The UI laser of the Q-Flow i-series sets off automatically when the 
luminaire is switched off or on in the standby mode.

The user interface of the Q-Flow luminaire is presented in more detailed in the following chapters. Read 
instrucions carefully and familiarize yourself with the functions and settings of the user interface.
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2.6.2 Definitions of user interface icons and keys

On

Off

On

Off

Colour temperatureK

Brightness

Light field size

 + Increase value (%)+

    Decrease value (%)— —

 Rotate right/left

Pause (Still image snap shot)

Icon of luminaire (lamp)

Icon of camera

Icon of white balance
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Icon of settings

Standby / luminaire power On/Off

Yellow NOTE! icon for the action needed by user 

Red WARNING! icon of critical error (may occur 
        only on OpenOR or Merimote)

Selection tick box

Back to previous menu

Add device+

Remove device—
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2.6.3 Luminaire (lamp) menu

The user interface opens in the main Lamp menu. If a lamp has been switched on before starting the user 
interface, also the User Interface starts in ON mode. 

Picture 14.Lamp menu

The Lamp menu contains the following functions and buttons:

On/Off - Switches the lamp ON/OFF.

Brightness - The sun icon represents the light intensity. Adjust the light intensity (brightness) by pressing the 
arrow buttons with +/- symbols. When you press the button, the intensity changes by 10% at a time. When you 
press the button constantly, the intensity changes by 5% at a time.

Light area - Indicates the size of the light field. Use the Narrow and Wide buttons to reduced or increase the 
value. The Ambilite function is used when a dim lighting condition is needed; the light is generated from the 
edge trim.

K - Select the colour temperature (3800 K or 4500 K) by pressing the corresponding button. 

Setup - Opens a new menu in which you can change settings for shadow compensation and sterile handle.

If other devices or luminaires have been synchronized to the system, you can control all via one touch screen 
by selecting Control all in the main lamp view (see picture below)

Picture 15.The Lamp view with maximum amount of devices 
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2.6.3.1 Setup menu in the Lamp menu

In the Setup menu you can change settings for shadow compensation and sterile handle.

Click Setup in the Lamp menu to open the Setup menu.

Picture 16.Setup menu in the Lamp view

Shadow compensation - Minimizes shadows within the work field. Detects automatically an object   
interposed between a particular LED module and the work surface. The power to that LED module is 
decreased, whereas the power of other LED modules increases.

Sterile handle controls - Enables using the handle for controlling the luminaire.

Sterile handle lasers -The function Sterile handle lasers is inactivated as default. To enable it, first tick 
Sterile handle control. After that you can also active the Sterile handle lasers function.

Language- Opens a menu for changing the language

About- Shows the product information

Set PIN - Opens a pop up window for changing the PIN

2.6.3.2 Changing the language in the user interface

In the Lamp view, select Setup -Language, and press the desired language to change it.

Picture 17.Language options of the user interface
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2.6.4 Camera menu

NOTE!  The system detects the camera automatically, if it has been installed into the luminaire.

Picture 18.Camera menu

On/Off - Camera switched ON or OFF

Setup - Opens the Setup menu in which you can pair the camera with the internet connection. The Setup         
    menu requires a PIN code. 

Pause - Still image snap shot

NOTE!  Recording is only possible via the Merivaara OpenOR system.

Rotate - Arrow buttons for rotating the camera. The rotation of the camera is 350°.

Zoom - Use the +/- buttons to manually zoom in or out the camera. 

Focus - Use the +/- buttons to manually focus the camera. Select “Auto”, if you want to use automatic focus.

Iris - With the +/- buttons you can control the amount of light coming through the lens. Select “Auto”, if you                                                               
want to use automatic iris control.

WB- Opens a new menu for setting a new white balance value for the camera

2.6.4.1 Setting a new white balance value

1. Press WB in the Camera menu.
2. Place a white paper into the centre of the camera view and press Set.

Picture 19.White balance value

!

!
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2.6.5 Settings menu-  for technical personnel only

NOTE!  Settings options require a PIN code and they are available for technical personnel only. 

Picture 20.Settings menu

Lamp usage time and Camera usage time - Shows the actual time the lamp/camera has been used. 
Resetting requires a PIN code.

Devices - Opens a menu in which you can add or remove devices and view all devices that are connected 
with the lamp.

Synch- synchronizes the slave lamp with the master lamp

2.6.5.1 Connected devices 

Select Settings - Devices to add or remove devices and view all devices connected to the lamp. The list is 
empty, if no devices have added (see picture below).

Picture 21.Devices menu with no connected devices

If devices have been connected the first devices in the list are devices which are controlled by this lamp, after 
that are listed  devices and lamps that are controlling this lamp. More devices may be available by selecting 
“More devices”.

!
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Picture 22.Setup menu with maximum number of connected devices

2.6.5.2 Synchronizing/adding a lamp 

1. Select Settings– Devices and press Add lamp in the menu of the master luminaire.

Picture 23.Adding the lamp

2. Press the Synch button on the slave lamp which you want synchronize with master luminaire.

Picture 24.Menu in the slave lamp- Synchronizing ongoing

The yellow light in the Sync button indicates that the synchronizing is in process. The light changes to light 
green, when the synchronizing process has been successfully completed. The red light indicates that the 
synchronizing process has failed.
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After the Sync button has been pressed on the slave luminaire, the lamp is shown on the list of
the master luminaire.
3. Click the detected luminaire to complete the synchronization.

Picture 25. The lamp 1121 has been detected in the main luminaire. 

After the synchronizing is completed, the text “The devices successfully synchronized” is shown on the screen 
of the main lamp.

Picture 26.The lamp 1122 has been synchronized in the master luminaire

Picture 27.Slave lamp menu in the master lamp
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2.6.5.3 Removing a lamp

1.  Select Settings- Devices and press Remove lamp.

Picture 28.Removing the lamp 

2.  Select the lamp from the list.

Picture 29.Removing the lamp- pop up menu

3. Click YES in the pop-up menu.
NOTE!  If you remove the lamp, you must re-synchronize it to be able to use it again.!
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2.7 Monitor bracket with sterilizable handle

The standard bracket with a sterilizable handle is designed for a display device up to 24” and it is 
customizable up to 26”. Optionally It is possible to install 32 in monitor to the system with a special monitor 
bracket which is a custom order.

The monitor position can be adjusted bi-directionally. The monitor bracket has limit stops for cable protection, 
the movement of the monitor bracket around the balance arm's mounting axis is 330 °, please look at the 
picture below where the adjustment ranges have been illustrated.

Picture 30.  The monitor bracket and the placement of the locking pin

The mounting of the monitor bracket and the cabling of the end device must be completed through to the 
entire central axis system. Carefully familiarize yourself with the user guide of your end device supplier 
(monitor).

The monitor is to be installed to among the VESA 100, 200 standards with screws. Tilting and rotating the 
monitor is easy using the handle. For the cleaning of the handle, press the button located on a handle collar 
and slide the handle off downwards.

Separately bought optional HD camera module and its video signal can be transmitted using a wireless 
technology. It requires additional product module installation and special cabling from the RF video receiver 
unit to the monitor during site preparation of the camera system. The system setup and the settings must be 
done after the installation. Camera controls have been presented in the previous chapter.

NOTE!  In the case of monitor bracket, the installation is recommended to the 3rd extension arm when using 

The Q-Flow TRIO central axis with full configuration. Cabling of the monitor device is defined as standard for 
the recommended configuration with universal connectors.

30°

330°

90°

Placement of the locking pin (*)  

!
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2.8 Use of the Q-Flow Mobile

Mobile version for the Q-Flow luminaires classified as a minor surgical light to provide supplemental light for 
surgical and medical procedures or when the ceiling mounted model is not an option. It is also suitable to be 
used as a back-up light in a case of electrical network blackouts because of it is equipped with a battery back-
up, primarily operated with mains power. Easy positioning within the operating room, wide working distance 
and excellent reach towards the operating area. The mobile base castors are manually locking type.

2.8.1 Intended use

• Mobile base is intended to be used within operating room premises plugged into mains. Batteries are 
for a backup power source during mains power failure. 

2.8.2 Implementation

• Check the package for possible transport damages, remove covering plastics and unpack the product.
• Product is assembled according to separate installation instructions T404214 by a qualified technician.
• Adjustments for the horizontal balance arm must be done during the implementation by a qualified 

technician.

2.8.3 Use and transportation

WARNING! Always check that the mains cable is disconnected before transportation.

• Familiarize with the luminaire features and touch screen functions in the user interface. The mobile 
version adjustment ranges are described in section 2.3.2 Adjusting the system with the luminaires on 
page 20. 

• NOTE! The floor clearance of the mobile base is 25 mm, lift up the base over thresholds higher than 10 
mm.

Picture 31.Q-Flow mobile

• After the mains cable is connected to the wall, switch the power on from the mains switch located on 
the luminaire yoke (see Picture 7. Q-Flow luminaire controls on page 21).

Sterilizable focus handle

Touch screen panel

Vertical arm
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• Move The Q-Flow Mobile by grabbing from its vertical arm and with the other hand from the downwards 
adjusted balance arm frame, then push to the direction of transportation.

• The Q-Flow Mobile structure have been presented in the section 1.5.7 Q-Flow Mobile on page 14. Note 
the instruction label for transportation which has been attached to the vertical arm.

WARNING!  Transport the luminaire carefully. Avoid hitting obstacles, because it may damage the luminaire.

WARNING!  Always lock all castors before operations!

• The battery operating time with full charge is about three (3) hours.
• Handle and position the luminaire from its sterilizable focus handle. Attach the sterilizable focus handle 

according to the instruction in section 2.3.4 Sterilizable focus handle on page 21.

WARNING!  Do not position the Q-Flow Mobile base too close to the wall or other objects, because it makes 
connecting and disconnecting of the mains cable or using the main switch difficult.

2.8.4 Indication lights and mains use

• Mains use: charging starts when the mains cable is connected and the main switch toggle is in ON 
position. The cable can be plugged constantly to the mobile base to ensure the full capacity of the 
backup battery. The full capacity of the battery is indicated with a green LED light.

Picture 32.Q-Flow Mobile base

NOTE!  The light of the luminaire blinks shortly when the mains cable is connected or disconnected. Also the 
touch screen panel restarts when the main switch is in ON position.!  

Appliance inlet and main

Locking castors

Vertical arm

 

ID Plate

switch location
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LED Indications:

• Orange: Capacity lowered
• Yellow: Capacity over 80%
• Green: Full capacity reached

Transportation instructions

Picture 33.Transportation instructions for The Q-Flow Mobile 

WARNING!  Connect the mains cable only to an earthed power supply. Only use the supplied Q-Flow Mobile 
mains cable rated 250 V, 10 A, 5 m. Recharge the battery prior to use.

WARNING!  Danger of Explosion - A mixture of explosive gases, containing hydrogen, can be produced 
inside the battery during charging. Avoid naked flames, lit cigarettes, sparks or incandescent materials in the 
immediate vicinity of the battery. Avoid short circuits between the terminals. Use antistatic materials when 
cleaning. Do not store the product in sealed container; maintain a fresh, well-ventilated environment protected 
from direct sunlight and away from heat sources.
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2.8.5 Maintenance and storage

• Perform all procedures described in the maintenance section of this manual.

• Storage the Q-Flow Mobile only under specified conditions. Always switch Off the Q-Flow Mobile from 
the base, if it is not used for a long period of time.

2.8.6 Cleaning

The cleaning instructions for the Q-Flow Mobile are found in section 3. CLEANING on page 41.

CAUTION!  Use of pressurized water or intense spray for the Q-Flow Mobile cleaning and disinfecting is not 
allowed.

2.8.7 Dimensions and technical data 

• Technical data of the luminaire are presented in chapter 5. TECHNICAL DATA on page 45.

Specifications:

• Fuses: 1 x T6.3 AL 250 V
• Input voltage range 100–240 V / 50–60 Hz
• Weight: 85 kg (mobile base with suspension (balance arm and vertical arm))
• SWL 15 kg

WARNING!  The Q-Flow Mobile is intended for Merivaara luminaires, do not install any other devices to the 
Q-Flow Mobile.

WARNING!  Do not touch or insert any objects inside the Q-Flow Mobile base.
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2.9 After use

• Move the luminaire away from the operating area.
• Turn off the luminaire using the main switch located on the luminaire yoke.
• Remove the sterilizable focus handle for cleaning/sterilization by pressing in the locking pin (*) at the 

base of the handle while simultaneously pulling the handle downwards. Refer to Picture 7. Q-Flow 
luminaire controls on page 21.

• When reinstalling the handle, ensure that the locking button secures the focus handle properly in place.

CAUTION!  The Q-Flow MUST NOT be used or cleaned UPSIDE DOWN as illustrated below.

Picture 34.Prohibited cleaning position of the Q-Flow
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WARNING!  Always switch Off the luminaire and disconnect the mobile version mains cable from the wall 
before beginning cleaning procedures.

NOTE!  The responsible organization must also follow the national requirements for hygiene and disinfection.

CAUTION!  Use of excessive amount of liquids may cause fluid access inside the device and cause

damage to the equipment. Do not expose the product to liquids more than it is necessary in order to achieve 
adequate cleaning and disinfection results, follow the given instructions. To prevent spillage and ingression of 
liquids where necessary by protecting the device with coverage.

3.1 Covering front glass of the luminaire

Clean the front glass regularly with a damp cloth by wiping with a mildly alkaline detergent (pH 7-8).
Anti-static cleaning agents may be used.

CAUTION!  Do not  use too much strength when cleaning the glass not to damage it.
CAUTION!  Do not use harsh cleaning detergents or detergents containing phenol, alcohol or other 
corrosive agents with covering front glass, it is made of polycarbonate plastic.

NOTE!  The covering front glass should be kept optically clear.

3.2 Luminaire cleaning
• Allow the luminaire head to cool down before cleaning.

• Clean and disinfect with a damp, lint-free cloth and mildly alkaline detergent (pH 7-8).
• After cleaning, remember to dry carefully.

3.3 Disinfecting
• Allow the luminaire to cool down before disinfecting procedures.
• Disinfect only when necessary.
• Wipe down the equipment with the surface disinfectant used at the facility in accordance with 

manufacturer instructions, unless the surface disinfectant contains phenols and alcohol, which are 
corrosive and cause enbrittlement to the plastic parts.

3.4 Sterilization
• The focus handle is removable and separately sterilizable.
• Sterilization can be done in a steam autoclave using the instrument cycle.
• The maximum sterilization temperature for the part in a steam autoclave is 132° C, for three (3) minutes 

at 2.0 bar. The sterilization time has been calculated by determining when the part being sterilized has 
reached the sterilization temperature specified above. This does not include the heating and cooling 
times for the part being sterilized.

3. CLEANING

!

!
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4.1 Preventative maintenance

WARNING!  Always switch off the system from the mains power before maintenance procedures.

WARNING!  Maintenance allowed only for persons specialized and trained to perform service work on
Merivaara surgical lights.

WARNING!  Software update allowed only for persons from Merivaara sevice or directly at the factory.

4.1.1 Daily maintenance

• During ordinary cleaning, inspect the system and the luminaire to see that any parts have not come 
loose or missing, also look for evidence of cracks and surface damage.

• Check conditions of the mobile version base cover seal if the cover is moved vertically.

4.1.2 Annual maintenance

• The sliding surfaces of the extension arm and balance arms joints should be cleaned and greased at 
three-year (3) intervals.

• Perform all maintenance measures to the system and The Q-Flow luminaires presented in the separate 
inspection forms (document numbers T404338 and T404339).

4.2 Troubleshooting

Table 8. Troubleshooting part 1/3

Problem Cause Repair

Luminaire moves either 

up or down on its own.

• The settings of the balance arm 
spring have changed.

• Contact service personnel to check 
the adjustments.

The luminaire moves 
itself.

• The break screws have come 
loose.

• Contact service personnel to check 
the adjustments.

The balance arm rotates 
itself.

• The ceiling tube is not straight.
• The break screws are too loose.

• Contact service personnel to check 
the adjustments. Straightening of 
the ceiling tube or tightening of the 
break screws needed.

The balance arm does 
not move easily.

• The ceiling tube is not straight.
• The break screws are too tight.
• The sliding surfaces have not 

been greased or the grease has 
worn away.

• Contact service personnel to check 
and make the adjustments.

4. MAINTENANCE
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Table 9. Troubleshooting part 2/3

Problem Cause Repair

The lights flickers off 
when the luminaire is 
moved.

• The electrical couplings of the 
connectors are either not properly 
attached or are worn.

• Contact service personnel.

The luminaire does 
not respond to the 
commands of the 
touch screen panel.

• Malfunction of the software.

• Touch screen panel has been 
defected.

• Start-up the system from the 
luminaire main switch.

• Contact service personnel.

The luminaire does 
not light up.

• The fuse of the power unit has 
burned out.

• Wiring is poorly attached to main 
supply.

• The cord is damaged or broken.

• The Power unit is damaged.´
• The switching relay of the battery 

package is damaged.

• Contact service personnel.

• Contact service personnel to 
inspect the power supply 
connections.

• Contact service personnel to make 
an inspection; inspections related 
to electrical malfunction only 
allowed by a licenced electrician.

• Inspect the PSU unit/fuses.
• Electrician should inspect/change 

the relay.

Weak illumination • Settings have changed to defaults.

• The LED light unit sector doesn’t 
illuminate bright enough.

• Protective front glass is dirty.
• Ambilite dimming mode is On.

• After the luminaire is restarted, 
controls are set to defaults. Adjust 
the brightness settings using the 
touch screen panel controls.

• Changing of the LED light unit 
sector might be necessary.

• Clean or change the glass.
• Change to the normal light mode.

The IR-RF remote 
control unit does not 
work.

• Empty battery • Connect the IR-RF remote control 
unit to the USB charger and 
check that it has been synchro-
nized with the luminaire.

The camera of the 
luminaire does not 
work.

• The camera is not configured/
applied to the system correctly.

• Contact service personnel.

The luminaire does 
not recognize the 
camera module or 
camera controls 
doesn't work. 

• Electrical connection between the 
luminaire and camera module does 
not work.

•  Remove and reinstall the camera 
module. Contact Merivaara's 
Customer Care
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Table 10. Troubleshooting part 3/3

Problem Cause Repair

The camera picture cuts 
in and out

• The signal between the camera 
and the RF Unit is not good 
enough

• Change the position of the 
luminaire.

Video is transferring, but 
the image is not 
displayed on the monitor

• Incorrect video resolution 
settings

• Change the video resolution 
settings

Video is displayed in a 
wrong monitor or not 
displayed at all

• The connection between the 
camera module and the RF 
receiver unit is not working

• Repeat camera module's and RF 
receiver unit's pairing again

Video does not show / 
full artifacts / flashes on - 
off

• Incorrect placement between the 
camera module and receiver 
unit. The camera module and 
receiver unit do not have line of 
sight. 

• Reposition the luminaire.

The balance arm moves 
and does not maintain 
its position after the 
camera module is 
removed / added

• The adjustments of the spring 
arm are incorrect.

• Adjust the spring arm

Camera module does 
not turn a full circle

• All thumb screws are not 
tightened enough.

• Check the thumb screws and 
tighten them, if necessary.

Blurry image. • The lens of the camera is dirty or 
damage.

• Clean the camera’s lens. Contact 
Merivaara's Customer Care for a 
replacement lens.

The camera picture cuts 
in and out

• The signal between the camera 
and the RF Unit is not good 
enough

• Change the position of the 
luminaire.
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5.1 Identification plate

The identification plate is located:

• SOLO, DUO, DUO 320 and TRIO models: on the attachment arm and on the ceiling flange.

Picture 35. Identification plates of luminaire

Picture 36. Identification plates of HD camera unit and receiver unit

5. TECHNICAL DATA

Product name

Recycling

Manufacturer

Serial number

Q-Flow luminaire 

CE mark 

Product catalogue
number

 Date of manufacture

Maximum power

LED module code

Radio Frequency module inside (RF)!

Input voltage

Safe upper and lower 
limits of temperature

Input voltage

Input voltage and
maximum power

frequency

Q-Flow lighting system 

Product name

Ingress protection (IP)

Recycling

Serial number

Q-Flow HD Camera unit

CE mark 

Product catalogue
number

 Date of manufacture

Maximum power

LED module code

Radio Frequency module inside (RF)!
Input voltage

Manufacturer

Q-Flow receiver unit 
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5.1.1 Labelling and symbols used on the product

Protective grounding

Equipotential bonding

AC - Alternating current~

 I
O

Power ON

Power OFF
Main switch of the luminaire

Follow the instructions for use

RECYCLING!  Product must be recycled separately! 

WARNING!  Observe to ensure user, maintenance personnel and
                    patient safety.  
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5.1.2 Packaging labels

Picture 37.Packaging labels

• This way-up

• Fragile

• Keep dry

• Humidity limitation, atmospheric pressure limitation, 
temperature limits have been determined in the next 

• Restrictions: Allowed only for indoor 

use"
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5.2 Specifications

5.2.1 Environmental conditions

Ambient temperature +10 – +40 °C
Ambient pressure 860–1060 mbar
Relative humidity 20–75%
Temperature of transport –10 – +40 °C
Temperature of storage +10 – +40 °C

5.2.2 Classification data

Electric shock protection           Class I equipment
Degree of electric protection           B-type 
Protection against liquids           IP 20
Input voltage range            100–240V

Alternating Current,  AC           ~

AC-frequency range                         50–60 Hz
Fuses:
- Power supply unit           Primary T2A H/250V, 1 pc

          Secondary F6.3A L/250V, 2 pcs
-Q-Flow luminaire internal fuses          F6,3A L/125V, 3 pcs

RF-module specifications:

 - 802.15.4 compliant RF transceiver with Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) including Offset

   Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (O-QPSK) with half-sine pulse shaping to modulate the RF carrier.

 - frequency band                                                     2.4 GHz
 - max radiated power          1 mW

Cleaning and disinfecting          Refer to Chapter 3. CLEANING on page 41.

Usage type          Continuous use

Technical life time (from the date of purchase)       10 years

WARNING! Q-Flow luminaires must not be used on premises where flammable/combustible gases are 
present!
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5.2.3 Surface materials of the luminaire

Table 11. Surface materials

 Surface materials

  Aluminium casting with powder coating – main body
  Aluminium parts with powder coating – covers of body
  Aluminium profiles with powder coating – frames of front glasses and arms of pendant
  Epoxy powder coated steel base – mobile version base and tubes
  PC (Polycarbonate) – front glasses
  Silicone rubber – edge trimming of front glasses
  PPSU (Polyarylsulphone) – detachable sterilized handle
  PC+ABS (Polycarbonate + Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) – touch screen covers and 
  camera  modules dome
  ABS+PMMA (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene + Poly(Methyl methacrylate coating)) – plastic covers
  of the Q-Flow Mobile version
  PMMA (Polymethyl methacrylate) – lenses 
  ASA (Acrylonitrile Styrene Acrylate) – covers of balance arms
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5.2.4 Luminaire specifications

Table 12. Luminaire Specifications Part 1/3

Q-Flow 6i Q-Flow 6 Q-Flow 4i Q-Flow 4

Colour rendering index (Ra)* 98 98 98 98

Red colour rendering index 
(R9)* 99 99 99 99

Skin colour rendering index 
(R13)* 99 99 99 99

Illumination intensity Ec at 1m 
distance (lx) 160 000 160 000 140 000 140 000

Colour temperature (K)** 3800 / 4500 3800 / 4500 3800 / 4500 3800 / 4500

Depth of illumination  L1+L2 
(mm)@60%, 20%

750 mm,
1700 mm

750 mm,
1700 mm

700 mm,
1400 mm

700 mm,
1400 mm

Working distance (mm) 750–1800 mm 750– 800 mm 700 – 1700 mm 700–1700 mm

Light field diameter (mm) 200–380 mm 200–380 mm 200–340 mm 200–340 mm

Light field diameter, d50 value 
(mm), 4500/wide 180 mm 180 mm 170 mm 170 mm

Light field diameter, d10 value 
(mm), 4500/wide 330 mm 330 mm 310 mm 310 mm

Integrated dimming (%) 10–100% 10–100% 10–100% 10–100%

Electrical focus 2 steps 2 steps 2 steps 2 steps

Turbulence intensity,
DIN 1946 (%) 15.9% 15.9% 35% 35%

Total irradiance (W/m²) 510 W/m² 510 W/m² 490 W/m² 490 W/m²

Dynamic obstacle 
compensation Yes No Yes No

Remaining illuminance with 
one mask (klx), (autom.% / 
manual%)

110 klx,
100% / 70%

110 klx,
- / manual 70%

90 klx,
95% / 65%

90 klx,
- / manual 65%

Remaining illuminance with 
two masks (klx), (autom.% / 
manual%)

95 klx,
100% / 60%

95 klx,
- / manual 60%

80 klx,
95% / 60%

80 klx,
- / manual 60%
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Table 13. Luminaire Specifications Part 2/3

Q-Flow 6i Q-Flow 6 Q-Flow 4i Q-Flow 4

Remaining illuminance with 
the tube (klx), (autom.% / 
manual%)

135 klx,
- / manual 85%

135 klx,
- / manual 85%

130 klx,
- / manual 95%

130 klx,
- / manual 95%

Remaining illuminance with 
the tube and one mask (klx), 
(autom.% / manual%)

100 klx,
85% / 65%

100 klx,
- / manual 65%

90 klx,
95% / 65%

90 klx,
 - / manual 65%

Remaining illuminance with 
the tube and two masks (klx), 
(autom.% / manual%)

95 klx,
85% / 60%

95 klx,
- / manual 60%

75 klx,
95% / 55%

75 klx,
- / manual 55%

Double yoke Yes Yes Yes Yes

Optional single yoke (LCH) for 
CM or FM Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sterilizable, detachable focus 
handle Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sterile illuminance intensity 
control (IntueriTM) Yes No Yes No

Sterile light field diam. control 
(IntueriTM) Yes No Yes No

Integrated touch screen Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bulb type LED LED LED LED

Bulb rating (W) 1.0 W / LED 1.0 W / LED 1.0 W / LED 1.0 W / LED

Number of LEDs (pcs) 90 90 69 69

Nominal operating voltage (V) 24 VDC 24 VDC 24 VDC 24 VDC

Average life time of LED >50 000 h >50 000 h >50 000 h >50 000 h

  Colour of casing White / Grey 
(RAL 9010 / 
RAL 7012)

White / Grey 
(RAL 9010 /
 RAL 7012)

White / Grey 
(RAL 9010 /  
RAL 7012)

White / Grey  
(RAL 9010 /  
RAL 7012)

External dimensions
(diameter mm) 700 mm 700 mm 560 mm 560 mm
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Table 14. Luminaire specifications Part 3/3
*) Tolerance ±3,
**) Tolerance ±300 °K, measured in test laboratory conditions, EN 60601-2-41

Q-Flow 6i Q-Flow 6 Q-Flow 4i Q-Flow 4

  Power supply unit 100–240 VAC / 
24 VDC

100–240 VAC / 
24 VDC

100–240 VAC / 
24 VDC

100–240 VAC / 
24 VDC

  Heat to light ratio (mW/m^2 lx) 3.07 3.07 2.53 2.53

Power consumption (VA) 150 150 110 110

Integrated power switch Yes Yes Yes Yes

Battery Back up - Operating 
time with 27 Ah / 24 VDC 
battery (h) optional - 2 h optional - 2 h optional - 3 h optional - 3 h

Casing protective class IP 20 IP 20 IP 20 IP 20

Wireless IR-RF remote control 
(Merimote) optional optional optional optional

OpenOR compatible Yes Yes Yes Yes

Camera FullHD optional optional optional optional

Camera 4K (will be available) optional optional optional optional

Wireless Full HD picture optional optional optional optional

Camera control in luminaire optional optional optional optional

Ambilite Yes Yes Yes Yes

Light combinations
SOLO, DUO, 
TRIO

SOLO, DUO, 
TRIO

SOLO, DUO, 
TRIO

SOLO, DUO, 
TRIO

Weight of luminaire 16 kg 16 kg 13 kg 13 kg
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5.2.5 RF unit specifications 

Table 15.  Electrical specifications of RF unit

5.2.6 Electrical specifications of HD camera module (option)

Table 16. Electrical specifications of HD camera module

Camera module

Wireless 705A  6705A- SIISK63102 and IC: 6705A- SIISK63101
Frequency Range  59.40 GHz to 63.56 GHz  
Bandwidth  1.76 GHz per channel
Radiated Power (EIRP)  28 dBm (average) 
Transmit Antenna Gain  18 dBi (max)

  Antenna type     Directional, Half sphere (120 dec from surface)

Camera module

Power Requirements 24 V DC

Power Consumption  10 W 

Working distance 750–1700 mm (focus area with max optical zoom)
Dimensions (W x H x D)*2 60.0 x 64.0 x 105.0 mm (2 3/8 x 2 5/8 x 4 1/4 in)

Mass Approx. 1200 g (Approx. 42.3 oz)
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5.2.7  Technical specifications of HD camera

Table 17. Technical specifications of HD camera

Camera module

Image Sensor 1/2.3 type Exmor R CMOS

Image Sensor (Number of Effective Pixels) Approx. 8.93 Mega Pixels (MP)

Signal System 4K 2160p / 29.97

FHD / HD 1080p / 59.94

Minimum Illumination (50%, High Sensitivity 
Mode)

Colour: 0.75 lx (F1.8, AGC on, 1/30 s)

Minimum Illumination (50%, Normal Mode) Colour: 3 lx (F1.8, AGC on, 1/30 s)

Recommended Illumination 100 lx to 100,000 lx

S/N Ratio –

Shutter Speed 1/1 s to 1/10,000 s, 22 steps

Backlight Compensation Yes

Aperture Control 16 steps

White Balance Auto

Lens 12x optical zoom, f = 3.9 mm (wide) to 46.8 mm (tele) F1.8 
to F2.0

Digital Zoom 12x (144x with optical zoom)

Focusing System Auto, Manual

Noise Reduction Yes (6 steps)

Progressive Scan Mode Yes

Image Stabilization No

Digital Output Yes

Picture Freeze Yes

Camera Control Interface VISCA (CMOS 3.1 V level), Baud rate: 9.6 kbps, 19.2 kbps, 
38.4 kbps, 57.6 kbps, 115.2 kbps, Stop bit: 1 bit

Power Requirements 6.0 V to 12.0 V DC

Power Consumption 2.9 W (zoom / focus inactive), 3.7 W (zoom / focus active)

Operating Temperature   -5 °C to +60 °C (23 °F to 140 °F)

Storage Temperature -20 °C to +60 °C (-4 °F to 140 °F)

Operating Humidity 20% to 80%, Absolute humidity: 36 g/m³

Storage Humidity 20% to 95%, Absolute humidity: 36 g/m³

Dimensions (W x H x D)*2 60.0 x 64.0 x 105.0 mm (2 3/8 x 2 5/8 x 4 1/4 in)

Mass Approx. 385 g (Approx. 13.6 oz)
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NOTE! Except for the mobile base, which contains lead gel batteries, the luminaire does not include any 
hazardous substances. Possible additional battery backup systems should be disposed to each 

manufacturer´s instructions. 

6.1 Metals and plastic

When disposing of a luminaire or replacing any of its parts, check the recyclability of each item 
(Refer to Table 11. Surface materials on page 49.). 

For more information on recycling, contact your local waste management facility or visit related sites on the 
Internet.

Below are recycling symbols, which are marked on parts made of plastic. Products marked with these 
symbols can be used as energy waste.

6.1.1 Electronic waste and batteries

Local recycling guidelines are to be adhered to with the disposal of electronic components and equipment.

This symbol is affixed next to the identification plate if the product contains

an electrical or electronic device. In such cases, the product must be

separately disposed of; it cannot be included with municipal waste.

NOTE!  Gel batteries are considered as hazardous waste and must therefore be disposed at a hazardous
   waste facility or according to local requirements.

·

6. RECYCLING

!

!
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7.1 Guidance and manufacturer's declaration - electromagnetic immunity and
emissions

Q-Flow surgical and examination luminaires have been tested according to EN60601-1-2 to ensure proper 
electromagnetic compatibility. Portable and mobile RF-communications equipment can affect the Q-Flow 
luminaires. Other products used in the vicinity of the Q-Flow luminaires should also comply with this standard.

Q-Flow surgical lights need special precautions regarding EMC and need to be installed and put into service 
according to the EMC information provided in this guidance.

Q-Flow surgical lights are intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified in this section.

WARNING!  ACCESSORIES, transducers and cables other than those specified, with the exception of 
transducers and cables sold by the Merivaara Corp. as replacement parts for internal components, may result 
in increased EMISSIONS or decreased IMMUNITY of the Q-Flow surgical lighting system.

WARNING! Q-Flow luminaires should not be used adjacent to or stacked with other equipment and that if 
adjacent or stacked use is necessary the Q-Flow luminaires should be observed to verify normal operation in 
the configuration in which it will be used.

WARNING!  ACCESSORY, transducer or cable with the Q-Flow luminaires and the Q-Flow surgical lighting 
system other than those specified may result in increased EMISSIONS or decreased IMMUNITY of the 
system.

NOTE! There are no I/O lines inside the Q-Flow Mobile base structure and therefore it is not applicable for the 
EFT/Burst test with ±1 kV voltage indicated in the table below.

7. USER GUIDANCE FOR EMC

!
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 Table 16. Electromagnetic immunity part 1

Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration - electromagnetic immunity

The Q-Flow luminaires and the system is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified 
below. The customer or the user of the Q-Flow luminaires and the system should assure that it is used in 
the following environment:
Immunity Test IEC 60601-1-2 

Test Level
Compliance 
Level

Electromagnetic Environment - guidance

Electrostatic 
discharge 
(ESD)

IEC 61000-4-2

±6 kV contact

±8 kV air

±6 kV contact

±8 kV air

Floors should be made of wood, concrete, or 
ceramic tile. If floors are covered with synthetic 
material, the relative humidity should be at least 
30%.

Electrical fast 
transient/burst

IEC 61000-4-4

±2 kV for power 
supply lines

±1 kV for input/
output lines

±2 kV for power 
supply lines

±1 kV for input/
output lines

Mains power quality should be that of a typical 
commercial or hospital environment.

Surge

IEC 61000-4-5

±1 kV line(s) to
line(s)

±2 kV line(s) to 
earth

±1 kV line(s) to 
line(s)

±2 kV line(s) to 
earth

Mains power quality should be that of a typical 
commercial or hospital environment.

Voltage dips, 
short 
interruptions, 
and voltage 
variations on 
power supply 
input lines IEC 
61000-4-11

<5% UT
(>95% drop in 
UT) for 0,5 cycle
 
40% UT
(60% drop in 
UT) for 5 cycles

70% UT
(30% drop in 
UT) for 25 
cycles

<5% UT
(>95% drop in 
UT) for 5 
seconds

<5% UT
(>95% drop in 
UT) for 0.5 cycle

40% UT
(60% drop in 
UT) for 5 cycles

70% UT
(30% drop in 
UT) for 25 
cycles

<5% UT
(>95% drop in 
UT) for 5 
seconds

Mains power quality should be that of a typical 
commercial or hospital environment. If the user 
of the Q-Flow luminaires and the system requires 
continued operation during power mains 
interruptions, it is recommended that the Q-Flow 
luminaires and the system be powered from an 
uninterruptible power supply or a battery.

Power 
frequency (50/
60 Hz) 
magnetic field

IEC 61000-4-8 

3 A/m 3 A/m Power frequency magnetic fields should be at 
levels characteristic of a typical location in a 
typical commercial or hospital environment.

NOTE UT is the a.c. mains voltage prior to application of the test level
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 Table 17. Electromagnetic immunity part 2

Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration - electromagnetic immunity

The Q-Flow luminaires and the system is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified 
below. The customer or the user of the Q-Flow luminaires and the system should assure that it is used in 

the following environment:

Immunity test IEC 60601 test 
level

Compliance 
level

Electromagnetic environment - guidance

RF Common 
mode/
Conducted 
Susceptibility
IEC 61000-4-6

Radiated RF 
Electromagnetic 
Field
IEC 61000-4-3

3 Vrms
150 kHz to 80 MHz

3 V/m
80MHz to 2.5GHz

3 V

3 V/m

Portable and mobile RF communications 
equipment should be used no closer to any 
part of the Q-Flow luminaire, including cables, 
than the recommended separation distance 
calculated from the equation applicable to the 
frequency of the transmitter.
Recommended separation distance

d =1.2 √P

d =1.2 √P    80 MHz to 800 MHz

d =2.4 √P    800 MHz to 2.5 GHz

Where P is the maximum output power rating 
of the transmitter in watts (W) according to the 
transmitter manufacturer and d is the 
recommended separation distance in meters 
(m).

Field strengths from fixed RF transmitters, as 
determined by an electromagnetic site survey, 
a should be less than the compliance level in 
each frequency range. b

Interference may occur in the vicinity of 
equipment marked with the following symbol.

NOTE 1  At 80MHz and 800MHz, the higher frequency range applies.
NOTE 2  These guidelines may not apply in all situations. Electromagnetic propagation is affected by 
absorption and reflected from structures, objects and people.

a  Field strengths from fixed transmitters, such as base stations for radio (cellular/cordless) telephones 
and land mobile radios, amateur radio, AM and FM radio broadcast and TV broadcast cannot be 
predicted theoretically with accuracy. To assess the electromagnetic environment due to fixed RF 
transmitters, an electromagnetic site survey should be considered. If the measured field strength in the 
location in which the Q-Flow luminaire are used exceeds the applicable RF compliance level above, the 
Q-Flow luminaire should be observed to verify normal operation. If abnormal performance is observed, 
additional measures may be necessary, such as reorienting or relocating the Q-Flow luminaire.

b Over the frequency range 150 kHz to 80 MHz, field strengths should be less than 3 V/m.
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Table 17. Recommended separation distances

Recommended separation distance between
portable and mobile RF communications equipment and the Q-Flow luminaires and the system.

The Q-Flow luminaires and the system is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment in which 
radiated RF disturbances are controlled. The customer or the user of the Q-Flow luminaires and the 
system can help prevent electromagnetic interference by maintaining a minimum distance between 
portable and mobile RF communications equipment (transmitters) and the Q-Flow luminaires and the 
system as recommended below, according to the maximum output power of the communications 
equipment.

Rated maximum
output power of

transmitter
W

Separation distance according to frequency of transmitter
m

150 kHz to 80 MHz
d =1.2 √P

80 MHz to 800 MHz
d =1.2 √P

800 MHz to 2.5 GHz
d =2.4 √P

0.01 0.12 0.12 0.24

0.1 0.38 0.38 0.76

1 1,2 1.2 2.4

10 3,8 3.8 7.6

100 12 12 24

For transmitters rated at a maximum output power not listed above, the recommended separation 
distance d in meters (m) can be estimated using the equation applicable to the frequency of the 
transmitter, where P is the maximum output power rating of the transmitter in watt (W) according to the 
transmitter manufacturer.

Note 1 At 80 MHz and 800 MHz, the separation distance for the higher frequency range applies.

Note 2 These guidelines may not apply in all situations. Electromagnetic propagation is affected by 
absorption and reflection from structures, objects and people.
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 NOTES
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